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ABSTRACTS

The Hundred—Y明r Proce鲻and Inte珈al Lo出c of the Accountability system Comtruction
of the Co删muIlist Party of(艋舳 (4)

Duan Zhiwen。“Ji

(sc^oDZ o厂胁黜如m，劢巧i珊培踟国e巧妙，日叽gz^DⅡ3JD058)
Abstract：The accountability system of the Communist Party of China is an important guarantee for im．

plementing the CPC Central Committee’s strateg)r of comprehensively goveming the Party with strict disci—

pline．Its constmction has mn through the entire 100—year histon7 of the Chinese revolution，constmction and

refb瑚under the leadership of the Communist Pany of China．It has experienced fbur stages：the preliminary

exploratory stage in the new democratic revoIution period，the practical development stage in sociaLlist reVo—

lution and constllJction period，fbundation laying stage in systematization of refbml and opening—up period

and transition phase in the new era．The centuries—old constmction of the Party’s accountability system em．

bodies the people’s stand and duty—based value orientation，the scienti6c evolution of the system connotation

system，and the intemal logic of the scientinc operation of the power mechanism．It demonstrates the histori—

cal experience and practical enlightenment of adhering to the original mission of the Communist Party， the

pursuit of goVeming ethics and morals，the“key minority”as the guide and the full coverage of the supen，i—

sion network as the approach．

Key words：the accountability system of the CPC；a hundred—year process；Communist Party of China；

party building

The Cha阳cteristics of Aggl哪e阳ti帅，
Financial Co璐traints and Cllinese Enterprises’Outward Direct IIIVestment (1 2)

Zhao Wei．Lu Kan

(coZ如胪。厂＆D加mics，劢盯i讲曙跏劫ers妙，H哗^o“3JD晒8)
Abstract：This paper studies the relationship of ag甜omeration in home country and fims’outward di—

rect inVestment theoretically and empirically． Staning f．rom the model describing finns’ODI under financial

constraints， the characteristics of agglomeration as exogenous variables are intmduced and the mechanism

thmugh which agdomeration innuencing ODI is constmcted．Basing on the model，propositions are conduct-

ed and Chinese Industrial Enterprise Database f而m vear 2I×珥to 2013 is used to examine the propositions

empiricaUy．The conclusions are as f0Uows：(1)theoreticaUy， the extent and the diversity of agdomeration
lease 6nancial constraints through enhancing the price of asset and dividing the work，and then finns’ODI

is pmmoted．(2)Subsample re铲ession results reveal that from the ownership perspective， state—owned firms

bene6t f而m the extent of agglomeration，private—owned finns bene6t f}om the diversity of agglomeration and

foreign—owned fi珊s bene6t f而m both．From the factor intensitv perspective， 1abor intensive fi珊s benefit

f而m the diversity of agglomeration， capital intensive and technology intensive ones benefit from both．From

the motivation perspective，natural resources seeking ODI bene6t f而m the extent，technolof拶一seeking ODI

benefit fbm the diversity and market—seeking ODI benefit from both．(3)The mbustness of the main conclu—

sions is examined by substituting independent variables，eliminating the bias induced bv mre events and im．

plementing quasi—natural experiment．

Key words：the extent of agglomeration；the type of agglomemtion；6nancial constraints； Chinese en-

terprises；outward direct investment

Can Green I肿oVatiOn Pr咖Ote Company Financial Perfomance?
——from the Pe瑙pectiVe of B吣iness Gmup and Supply Chain

Ljn Saiyanl，Xu Lian2

(23)

(1．z7地只喇y|st^ooZ Q厂Z危巧i锄g胁inci耐Commi￡抛e Q厂f^e Comm“n厶t咖Q厂Chino，日帆铲矗ou 3JJJ2J；

2．&^DoZ D厂M帆昭8，耽m，历巧i勰g踟如e瑙渺Q厂死c^聊f99y，日伽乎^DM 3JDD23)
Abstract： It has always been a hot topic in academic circles whether green innovation can promote
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company 6nancial perf0硼ance．It depends on companies implementing铲een innovation to a large extent in

contextual f-actors．This paper f．0cuses on the a侬Iiated 6rnls and their suppIv chain network which couId世
fect green innovation of fi肿s．Therefore，this study explores the relationship between green innovation and 6一

nancial per|'o瑚ance based on data f而m 1 14 China’s listed manufacturers belonging to business groups using

a 6xed—efkct panel regression，and examines the moderating efkct of supply chain integration on this rela—

tionship．The results of this study are as fbllows．First，green innovation of afhliated fims positivelv relates to

their financial perfbnnance．Second，supplier integration positively moderates the relationship between green

innovation and 6nancial ped’ormance among艘liated fi咖s，but customer inte盯ation negativelv modemtes it．

Third，business group intemal supply chain integra“on positively moderates the relationship between green in-

novation and financial pe—’o咖ance among a伍liated fi咖s．The conclusions reveal the institutional factors

which can help fims conducting green innovation achieve economic benefits and the coITesponding mecha．

nisms．

Key words：green patent； supply chain integration；

deVelopment

gI．een supply chain；business gmup； sustainable

Economy，Civil War and Politics：An Interpretation of W髓tem Politics (32)

Lang Youxing，Da Yang

(．sc^ooZ旷砘她c锄瓴瑚，历巧in增‰如em毋，日伽铲^ou 3J0∞鳓
Abstract：This anicle aims to analyze the concept of“economy"in Christian theologv and the relation．

ship between“economy"and“civil war”in ancient Greek politics，and attempts to ofkr a new interpretation

of Westem po“tics．“Economy”，as a model of theological govemance，has deployed a set of theological and

economic govemance in Christianitv in the fo肿of a “trinitv”．And long before economv became a te咖，
“civil war”in ancient Greece，as a paradigm in the political 6eld，had alreadv incorporated“economv”into

politics in the stlllcture of“inclusive exclusion”．Therefore，whether from the perspective of the“civil war”

of Greek polis，or in the theoloP秽of the“trinity”of Christianity， “economv”has become the kev to under．

standing modem Westem politics．The operating mechanism of Westem politics is still achieved bv a“strate．

gic articulation"based on “proVidence—economy”，in which subject，tIuth，and power are like the deploy—

ment of the“tIinity”．On an“empty throne"(hetoimasia)through an“invisible hand"(Adam Smith)to im—

plement govemance，in a word，the essence of this govemance is not only without any Arche，but paradoxi．

cally highlighted as a kind of anarchv．

Key words：politics；economy；civil war；ontology

The C鲫tramction of Modemizati蚴and
of GoVer衄nce System and PoUticaI DecHne in

Yang Zhijunl，Xu Linhan92

An Analysis of the Failure

Western Countri鹤 (42)

(1．．sc^002 Q厂觑ternc髓ion以以倒，苫cz，Id凡6Zic Ad，ni凡如￡mfion，Dce(巩‰妇e，苫i砂矿C氕ino，Qi，zgd∞266JDD；
2．＆^ooZ o厂几6Zic A dmi砒￡删ion，GⅡ函^oM№觇船i￡'，，Gni仰g"DD25)

Abstract：In the 20th year of the 2 1 st century，the world has gone through a P叮eat change that has not

happened in a hundred years，the fundamental reason is that the contradiction between the democIatic value

of the capitalist political svstem and the emciency of govemance can not be reconciled．Under the direct in．

nuence of“the obiective def色cts of democracv，the rigidity of cognition or knowledge，the practice of defbnd．

ing the status quo，the vagueness of the concepts of efbct and emciencv”， “the institutional failure to adapt

to the political decay of the environment，the contradictions between the horizontal separation of powers and

the venical bars of federalism。and the‘ungovemable’problem created bv the enchantment of freedom”be．

come the reverse example of the liberal democracv．And so， it is necessaIv to establish a revised path of

“sticking to the political modemization of the state，the rule of law and democratic accountabilitv，breaking

the separation and conflict between the pmfessional bureaucracv svstem and the equal democracv svstem，

realizing the coordination of the national autonomy and the social center，and changing

of the deVelopment model dominated by ideology”，this paper intmduces the experience

goVemance，which includes Chinese spirit，state 90veming authority and community of

hopes to impmve the 90vemance system and political system of Westem countries．

the value orientation

of“three—hamony”
human clestiny，and

Key words：national goVemance；liberal democracy；political decay；govemance failure
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on the Le2aUzation of the DeUbe强tive Democracy Mechallism at the Gra鲻一mots Level (54)
He YongHong

(La舢．sc^ooZ，Ⅳi，z加。踟如e瑙i￡y，Mn和o 3J『52J，)

Abstract： As a kind of institutional system， the deliberative democracy mechanism at the灯ass—roots

level is essentiaUv consistent with the rationality of law．However，the re霉mlations in the current norms show

a stmng tendencv of instrumental value，which deviates f而m the value requirements of 1aw to a la职e extent．

This has led to the problems of mndomness and f0珊a¨zation ofthe deliberative democracv at the grass—roots

level．In order to get out of the cun．ent predicament，we must reconstruct the deliberative democracv mecha．

nism in the fom of 1aw so as to pmtect the rights of ne90tiation paIticipants，limit the willfulness of the pub—

lic power and provide the operation order fbr the consultative democracv．The legalization of the deliberative

democracv mechanism at the霉Tass—roots 1evel in China should set the rules of democratic procedure and reg．

ulate the relationship between power and responsibility through local legislation according to the 109ic of evo-

1utionary rationality and constructive rationality．Speci6cally， on the basis of sorting out and extracting the

ef绝ctive elements in the current norms，we should stipulate the pmcedural mles of Consultative Democracy，

make clear the panicipants’rights，establish specialized consultative bodies and set up the legal responsibili—

tv fbr the i11egal act of public power．

Key wOrds：the delibemtive democracy at the grass—roots level；no瑚；mechanism；legalization

GoVerned by Law on Regional
in EcolOgical COmpensation acrOss

Cooperation

PrOvincial Basins

Wang Yongfu 1，Bi Jinpin92

(1．Hu，眦ni纱。以￡似，5c^oof，蚴i矾。而e邢i钞旷死c^加Zogy，日咖i 23D009；

2．L口ⅢJsc^ooZ，A n矗ui[，hi口e，si纱，日咖i 23D6DJ)
Abstract： As a major innovation of China’s water resources management mechanisms， the ecological

compensation system of cross—pr0Vincial basins has not only been implemented concretely at the practical
leVel of watershed management in vaurious places，but also the system itself has been continuously impmved．

At the same time，under the new situation，the Chinese cross—pIDvincial basin ec0109ical compensation sys—

tem stiU faces many challenges，highlighted in problems like：cross—provincial basin ecolo百cal compensa—

tion regional cooperation may be soft constraints policies， imbalanced compensation， fragmented pmtection

and the deViation between the allocation of rights and expenditure responsibilities．In order to fhrther impI．0ve

China’s cI．oss—provincial basin ecological compensation system and to achieve regional ecological justice， it

is proposed to speed up the legislation of cross—pmVincial basin ecological compensation， clarif．y the aUoca—

tion of inte卜pr0Vincial power for regional cooperation in cross—pmVincial watershed ecological compensation，

reasonably set up the cmss—proVincial basin ecological compensation standard，impmVe the special funding

model of cross—provincial basin ecological compensation funds，stren殍hen the community consciousness，or—

ganization mechanism， and cooperation mechanism of cmss—pmvincial basin ecological eompensation， and

consolidate the rule of law basis fbr fine management of water ecology．

Key words：cmss—provincial watershed；water ec0109)r compensation；organizational；regional coopera—

tion 1egislation

Competence or PsychoIogy：

An Empirical Study of Long—te啪Effbcts of Left—behind Experience (74)
Liu Z蛳un

tDeportmem《Sociol0影，zhejiang Un抽ers祝y，Han昏hou 3 i0058)

Abstract： Manv studies related to left—behind children showed that their academic achievement and

mental health would be negativelv afkcted，but in the 10ng mn，whether this efkct would be transmitted to

the negatiVe effIect of prof．essional competence and prof．essional psychology is still not explored． Based on a

sunrey of 2，385 migrant worl【ers born after 1 980， this paper analyzed the con．elation between left—behind

experience during childhood and real salary，ideal salary and resenred salaIv in adulthood，so as to indirect．

1y explore the long—te瑚impact of left—behind experience on peI．sonal career achievement and psychological

characteristics．The results showed that there was no signi6cant diffbrence on real salaIv and ideal salanr，

but the reserved salaIy of those with left—behind experience was significantlv 10wer than the contml group．

This indicates that the left—behind experience has no significant innuence on the long—tenn career develop．
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ment and career value self_assessment，but may lead to withdrawal personalitv．This conclusion was veri6ed

by the analysis of GHQ一1 2 scale data and the Ieference variables．7rhis suggests that we need more active in．

tenrention in the psvchosocial development in the care and protection of left—behind children．Relevant con—

clusions also suggest that we need to consider the innuence factors of psychological dimension related to

舯wth experience in the reseI、red salary decision model．

Key words：left—behind experience；pmfessional competence；professional psychology；reserved salary；

migrant worl(er

The Chan2e of Social Structure and the Promotion of Co璐Ⅲner Power

——Co砸umer Empowerment in the Em of Mobne IIlter耻t (87)

Zhou Mengke

(Ce凡￡er on．socioZ晒c4死eo∥帆d胁￡^od，尺e凡m流‰劫e瑙渺矿醌i凡口，晚玎ing J00872)
Abstract： By examining the promotion of consumer power in the course of the change of social stmc．

ture，it is not dimcult to find that the transition from a production—oriented societv to a consumer—oriented

society has鼯eatly enhanced the autonomy of consumers．At present，the two—way constllJction of the Inter．

net and consumer society has aIreadv become the mainstream of social development mode and daily life style

in the 21st century．In the era of mobile Intemet，great changes of consumers’power have taken place．In．

fo瑚ation power is the infrastructural power of eonsumers while infonnation supDlies become the fbundation of

consumer empowennent．In this situation，the main bodv of consumer empowement appears to be pluralis—

tic，including consumers’ self—empowe瑚ent， market(enterprise)empowering consumers， also consumer u-

nion and consumer community empowering consumers．

Key words：pmduction—oriented society；consumer society；mobile Intemet；consumer；empowe瑚ent

H啪an Nature，ExplOitatiOn and Revolutionary CO璐ciousness
——on the Criticism of Marx’s Moral Theory to Classical UtmtariaIlism (94)

bu vlngqlng， I u L．ong】ln

(Coltege《M凹。c诋m，Hnn瞥hou Norn地t Un抽efs讧y，Han移hou 3 l i l 2 1)
Abstract： Allen， Buchanan and other westem scholars believe that the basis of Marx’s criticism of

capitalism and investigation of communism is the prioritV of bene6t—oriented and the maximization of result—

oriented．’Its core concepts and arguments belong to the naITative fhmework of classical utilitarianism， this

obviously deviates f而m the spiritual core of Ma玎【’s historical materialism．As a matter of fact，MaD(exam—

ined interest and moralitv f而m concrete social practice．It realizes the criticism and transcendence of the

classical utilitarianism’s morality from the three dimensions of human nature，exploitation and revolutionary

consciousness．To be speci6c， MaⅨreplaced the abstract view of human nature with the concrete view of

human nature。established the obiective material basis of interests，and laid a scienti6c foundation for the e．

mergence and development of morality．Marx substituted“common possession”for“exploitation relationship”，
realized the unity of private interests and human interests，which not onlv defbnded individual rights but also

guaranteed the goodness of the communitv．Marx replaced “reformism”with “revolutionary movement”and

emphasized that the dialectical unity of obiective laws and revolutionary consciousness was the wav to realize

interests， that is to sav， onlv through institutional criticism and revolutionary practice can moralitv be truly

realized．Through these three dimensions，MaD【realized the reversal and reconstruction of the classical utili—

tarian moral view，and at the same time established his own moral theorv of historical，social and rev01ution—

aIy dialectical critical characteristics．

Key words：MarX；utilitarianism；human nature；exploitation；revolutionary consciousness

Machine Learning and CreatiVe Epistemic Labor

Bai Huirenl，cui zhen酽
(1．Dep硎胱m Q厂鼢i‰op砂，觋巧i勰g踟劫em谚，日帆铲危ou 3JD∞8；

2．＆矗oof Q厂^Z口弼括，n，．s庇玎ic配危M∞g死ed∞E肮；秽e瑙ify，j虢玎ic瞄

(100)

Abstract：The replacement of human labor by machine leaming has been a topic of widespread concern

among humanities and social scientists in recent years，and a conceptual framework is needed to understand

the boundary．Ma玎【’s distinction between repetitive labor and creatiVe labor provides a boundar)r fhmework

fbr machine le栅ing to replaee human labor， and creative labor is the essence of human labor which could

not be replaced by ani6cial intelligence．However，the question needs to be fhrther deveIoped that machine
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leaming has shown a great auxiliary ef．fect on human epistemic labor in epistemic practice，including：ma—

chine leaming can improve the efhciency of scienti矗c knowledge production；machine leaming is good at ex—

tracting and transmitting tacit knowledge；machine leaming can pIDduce certain kind of machine knowledge．

The above reasons make it dimcult for us to exclude machine leaming from the creatiVe cognitiVe labor，and

the possible cIeative cognitive labor mode in the fhture may be certain kind of hybrid intelligence．

1【ey words： machine leaming； creative epistemic labor； scienti6c knowledge； tacit knowledge； ma·

chine knowledge

Studies on Berger’s Interpretation to the Rationalization of Limit Situatio璐 (107)

Shu Ye，Wu Oiong

(眈p硎舢m矿耽ikop砂，砒耐i凡g‰扬e巧妙，舭阿i昭2J『DD23)
Abstract：A limit situation is a kind of existential state．Over time it has been subiect to many versions

of he珊eneutics．Kierkegaard described the many dif玷rent experiences of limit situations f而m an existential

perspectiVe．Karl Jaspers clearly mised the problems related to 1imit situations，and existentialist philosophy，

Nietzsche philosophies， and others all attempt to explain limit situations．Peter Berger tried to rationalize

limit situations．Berger described a limit situation as a person being forced in and out of the order that deter—

mines his dailv existence．He tried to avoid the interpretive dilemmas of existentialism and used a spiritual

value svstem to implement religious rationalization of limit situations．0n the one hand，Berger’s interpreta．

tion of limit situations provides a theodicy explanation，on the other hand， it completes the sanctification of

order of values through the rationalization of limit situations．

Key wOrds：Peter Berger；a limit situation；rationalization；theodicy

on Ma Yifu’s ReconStmction of Confucian Cla鹪ical System on the Six Discipli耻s (1 1 2)

Zhu Xiaopeng

(Sc^ooZ o厂凡6Zic Ad，nin如fmfion，日肌昭危oMⅣo rJ孔以已h如e，匹ity，日。懈矗oM3JJJ2J)
Abstract： “On the Six Disciplines”can be said the most important core thought in a svstematic elabo—

ration in Ma Yifu’s a1I life．However，Ma Yifu’s“On the Six Disciplines"is not only a knowledge system，as

manv people think，but also a value svstem，which contains Ma Yifu’s new understanding of the classical

svstem of traditional Confucianism．and also carries Ma Yifh’s svstematic construction of his own theory of 8ix

arts．In this sense，Ma Yifu’s “On the Six Disciplines”has completely tmnscended its epistem010西cal signi6．

cance，but Ma Yifh realized his retum to the basic spirit and value ideal of traditional Confhcianism through

the reconstmction of the traditional classical svstem of Confucianism with the Six Disciplines as the center．

Key words：Ma Yifu；On the Six Disciplines；Confucian classical system：the basic sDirit of Confucianism

Different Judgement：The EValuation of Lu Ji and Lu Yun in Literary瑚story (1 20)
“u Yunhao

(A n九uiⅣor，，t出E，n如e，苫i￡y．形M危u 24JDDD)

Abstract：In the history of Chinese literature，the evaluation to Lu Ji and Lu Yun varies印eatly．Those

who pmised them thought them as“essence collecting”and“litemry master of hundred generations"，while

the others who belittled them looked down on their“gorgeous style of writing”“excessive rhetoric”．This special

phenomenon of 1iterary history just shows the special position of Lu Ji and Lu Yun in the literary history of

the Westem Jin Dynasty．According to the time se而es and evaluation tendency，Lu Ji and Lu Yun，s special

experience in the history of literature can be divided into three historical stages： the two Jin and Six

Dynasties，the fornlation period of elassic status；the Tang and Song Dynasties，the establishment period of

classic status； the Ming and Qing Dynasties， the diff色rentiation period of classic status． Studying this

phenomenon in literary history deeply can reveal both the epochal fIeature of 1iterary classics and the

obiectivity of their existence，which is of星；reat significance to objectively evaluate the status of Lu Ji and Lu

Yun in literary histor)r．

Key words：Lu Ji；Lu Yun；fonune of literarv history

The Mllltiple Faces of ShiVa锄d the Chamcteristics of Indian Aesthetics (1 3 1)

Zhang Fa

(c0Zfe酽矿肋e删ureⅡnd如ur蒯厶m，5记^u帆‰如ers渺，C^engdu 6J∞鲋)
Abstract：ShiVa inted’used by Aryan and Hamppan cultures is one of the three supreme gods．His im—
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ages express the characteristics of Indian aesthetics．The ArdhanarishVara and ShiVa’s three wiVes embody

the higher stage of fhsing between above two cultures．Shiva as Nalaroja classieally expresses Indian world-

view and aesthetic thought．Shiva as Linga located in the center of his temple is not only represses the char-

acteristics of Hinduism，but also has a complementary relationship with the nin『ana thought f而m Buddhism．

Key words：Shiva；multiple faces；Indian aesthetics

on the Confucian Features and Tra眦mission of The Family I璐tructions of Lady Mo (1 38)

Tang Min

(C够ce Q厂￡oc以C矗ronicfes，劢盯i甜辔A co如，ny Q厂50ci以＆ie，zces，日鲫鲁彳危o“3』DDD7)
Abstract： The Familv Instll】ctions of Lady Mo was written in the thirtieth year of Shaoxing of the

Southem Song Dynastv．The author of the book is the respected female elder Lady Mo of the famous Hu

Familv in Baishan Town of Yuvao Countv，Zhejiang Province．Ladv Mo was a resourceful woman in managing

the familv afhirs，helping her husband fhlnll great achievements and cultivating her children and grandchil—

dren who later became renowned minister or high omcials of the country．The family instmctions were written

bv the Ladv when she was 85 with the intention to guide the later generations of the famiIy with Confhcius

teachings to regulate the family ethical order，supplementing the social morality of the time and exerting pr0一

fbund innuence later．Totaling l 20 parts，the instmctions were written with great emotion in a straight{．01ward

and natural manner and has been passed down on her 1ater generations and looked up as the spiritual anchor

by them in the past 800 vears．As the instmctions are part of our national heritage， the author believes the

essence of them should be kept and those that do not fit the modern society should be discarded to help our

family education and social management at present．

Key words：Ladv Mo；familv instmctions；ConfuciaIlism；family tradition；social culture and tradition

Necessary ReturIling：Peters and the New Idea of Cross—CulturaI Commullication (146)

Yan Bing，Chen Cheng

(＆^DoZ Q厂如Mm耐厶m帆d cDmmMnic陇io儿，Sou琥加e5￡踟溉rs毋旷PD娩c以&如凡ce吼d L删，醌。嘲i昭
40i12l、

Abstract： In this era of unprecedented abundance of communication channels， the sigh of fmstration

about communication has become heavier．Faced with this contradiction． it is necessaIv to rediscover those

wise communication ideas．In the joullley of retuming to Peters’communication philosophy，this anicle con—

nects with the real situation， carefullv digs into the profbund interpretation of the otherness of communica—

tion，the fair view of communication，and the goal of communication in Speaking into the air，and finds out

the new horizon that Peters provides for todav’s cross—cultural communication practice：cmss—cultural com—

munication should get rid of the unified obsession of communion，cross—cultural communication cannot be

seDamted f}om the real context and historical dimensions。 and cross—cultural communication needs to care—

fhllv handle the relationship between the media，mind and bodv．

Key words：cmss—cultural communication；John Durham Peters；dialogue；dispersion；acommunity of

shared fhture for mankind

How Does“Information”Become“News”? (152)

Wang Zhen，Xie Yifei

(砌y脚赠觚如Dep酬胱眦，觋巧i仍曙‰觇坶毋Q厂死c九noZpgy，日哗矗oM 3JDo，4)

Abstract：“News belongs to infb瑚ation”is widelv recognized by the field of journalism．With the devel—

opment of mobile communication，“News Infomation”seems to become a pmper noun，info珊ation is directly

used as news， blurring the diffbI．ence between the two．The gatekeeper is 1he key to the transfb啪ation of

“Info咖ation”into“News”．It has experienced the change from Human to“Machine+Human”．What remains

unchanged under the change is the transfbrmation rule and transfb肿ation condition．Infb啪ation should al-

wavs meet the needs of people at three levels， including labor needs， political needs and audience needs，

and alwavs meet the requirements of the perspective of the communicator and news value， so as to be more

conducive to dissemination and eventuallv become news．

Key words：information；news；gatekeeper；need theor)『
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